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Springtime! Elections, Prom, Debate
Cruise, Prom Fill Weekend
Queen To Be Named At Ball

.

·'.\ .
'·..;:

:\> ...

Alice Rogers

Nancy Zurenko

Janet Doyle

Three Winners But Oue Will Reign
by Wayne Fehr
The Junior Prom will be held
·tomorrow· evening, Saturday,
April 18, ·at the Sheraton-Gibson
Roof Garden. Will Hauser and
his orchestra will play from 9
till 1 for this big event of the
spring so.cial season. _at .Xavier.
Hauser, who once played with
the Dorsey Brothers, is known
in Cincinnati for his appearances
at the Topper Club and at
Moonlite Gardens.
Complimenting and preluding
the Junior Weekend is a boat
ride tonight. The Johnson Party
Boat will host the event and will

leave the wharf at 9: 00 p.m. ,
Tickets are $3.60 per couple and
can be obtained in South Hall.
The three finalists in the election of a Junior Prom Queen will
be present at the dance Saturday
evening. The Queen, who was
selected by the votes of the student body, will be announced at ·
11:30 p.m. The other two girls
will be her attendants.
Jn alphabetical order, the three
finalists are Miss Janet Doyle,
Miss Allee Rogers, and Miss
Nancy Zurenko. Miss Doyle, 19,
is a graduate of Regina High

Family Day's
Full Schedule

Less than one month from today, Xavier students, parents, faculty, and friends will gather on the Evanston campus
for the annual Family ·Day Celebration sponsored by the
Dads Club. Student committees, under the direction of Fr.
Edward· J. O'Brien, S.J., Dads Club moderator, and Mr.

Charles Connors, Dads Club
Chairman of the event, have
busily been preparing for this
most important weekend of the
school year.
The Clef Club Concert and
Dance at the Netherland-Hilton
Hall of Mirrors Friday, May 15,
at . 8:30 p.m., will mark the beginning of the weekend festivlties. The Xavier University Ari di
w A
Ill
mory on W n ng ay ve. w
be the scene that same evening
of the faculty reception and
cocktail party for Xavier parents. Cincinnati parents will act
as hosts to out-of-town parents.
The day itself will be marked
by Mass, Registration, a Pershing
.Rifle Drill Exhibition, a Groundbreaking, a Baseball G a m e ,
Masque Play, and Dinner.
· A variety show - band concert
will be directed by Mr. Gilbert
T. Maringer on the evening of
the big day. This show, and the
dance in the fieldhouse afterwards, will follow the theme of
"Manhattan Merry Go Round."
Special souvenir menus, match·
book covers, napkins, etc., have
been obtained from restaurants
throughout ereater New York
City.

School and a former Cincinnati
Junior Miss. She Is employed In
the Public Relations department
of Procter and Gamble and is
currently studying Psychology
and Logic at the Evening College.
Miss Rogers, 18, is a graduate
of Our Lady of Angels High
School and is a runner-up in last
year's Junior Miss contest. She
is employed as a medical assistant and is studying English and
Psychology.
Miss Zurenko, 19, another
O.L.A. graduate, is a secretary at
the General Electric Evendale
·Plant. She is studying Psychology and U.s. History.
The Prom, as usual, will be
strictly formal. A new type of
Prom favor will be given this
year-a felt-covered collection of
witty sayings called the Jest
Book.. Tickets for the Prom are
$4 for juniors and $3 for seniors.

x.u.

News Editorial

The News Speaks Ou Elections
Next Wednesday and Thursday, April 22 and 23, the
annual elections for Xavier's Student Council will be held.
Since Student Council is a materialization of a student's
desire and right to correct representation in student government, the NEWS would offer standards for voting.
To begin at the beginning the students must realize the
immediate and future rewards of voting itself. We offer no
high sounding or lofty ideals which can sometimes move
emotions; rather we offer practical thought which you should
put into practice. College is a good time to form the habit of
voting correctly. For if a student correctly participates in the
election of his fellow student representatives and officers he
has formed a habit for city, county, state, and national elections. Last year only fifty-two percent of the student enrollment turned out for the elections.
Perhaps one reason for a loss of almost one-half of the
student body at election time is ignorance of the worth of
candidates. Find out, and then you won't be ignorant! How?
Try reading the Student Council and Dorm Council minutes
posted weekly on the Science Hall bulletin board; consult
friends whose opinion you respect and trust; personally meet
those now representing you and those who wish to represent
you, and form your own opinion. A chronic disease in the
student bodies of almost all of our nation's colleges and
universities is the chronic griper. The fellow who is the first
to criticize; the fellow who is too lazy to investigate the
candidates; the fellow who criticizes the actions of his student
government through his own ignorance of the functions of a
council; the same fellow who didn't bother to vote.
The candidates work quite hard in their campaigns for
a job that will require even harder work. We cannot equate
national politics with student politics, but we can draw a
proportion. Politics are politics, and politics are hard work.
So much for the missing forty-eight percent. As regards
the faithful fifty-two percent we congratulate those who
voted correctly. But bear the following in mind: The best
man is the only man for the job.
Therefore the NEWS speaks against those who do have
the spirit of voting but simply check names at random; those
who deliberately vote for a nice guy who is not the right man
for the job; those who vote for someone they know cannot
do the job but think it funny to see him confuse the order of
student government; those who vote only for day hops because
they are day hops and those who vote only for dorm students
because they are dorm students.
Next week, voting booths will be open in front of Hinkle
Hall from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday.
All offices for council representative in the sophomore, junior,
and senior classes, and the posts of social chairman, assistant
social chairman (the assistant social chairman automatically
inherits the office of social chairman next year, so you are
electing next year's officer) and of athletic chairman.
This is our opportunity. Let us use it.
J.D.D.

Philops Sponsor Robert S. Marx National Invitational
Debating Tournament At Sheraton-Gibson Hotel

Sammy Leeds and his Orches- .
The Philopedian Debating Society of Xavier University
tra wJll be on band at 9:30 p.m.,
May 16, to provide music for is sponsoring ·the fourth annual Robert S. Marx National
dancing. Tickets for the Variety Invitational Debate Tournament today and tomorrow, April 17
Show - Band Concert and the and 18, at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel.
Experienced debaters from _T_h_e_M_a-rx--T-o_u_r_n-a1_n_e_n_t-w-ill
Presidential Ball are now being
sold in the dormitories and In tw~nty-four colleges and unlver- have a total of 79 -debates on
South Hall. One ticket will be ·Sities will attend the tournament, this difficult question. All the
good for both the dance and the to argue on this. year's national debaters will participate in six
show: Tickets are priced at $2.50
preliminary rounds today and
each or $5.00 per couple. Re· topic, "Resolved: that the further Saturday.
On Saturday afternoon,
freshments will be included in
development of nuclear weapons the eight teams with the best
the price of admission.
should be prohibited by lnterna- records will enter elimination
All students are urged to enter tional agreement."
rounds, leading to the final
the Empress of Family Day Conround at the banquet on SaturThis question is being con- day evening, which will decide
test. The date of any Xavier
student Is eligible. Contest entry sidered very carefully by gov- the winner of the Championship
blanks must be used and must be ernment leaders today. Since Trophy.
accompanied by one $2.50 Presl- Nov. 1, 1958, ·the United States,
Each school will be represented
dentlal Ball ticket stub. Tickets Britain and Russia have ibeen
by
a two-man team prepared to
may be purchased in South Hall negotiating at Geneva for some
debate
either side of the proposort
of
agreement
to
end
the
or from any member of the
ticket committee. Entry Forms testing of nuclear weapons. In sition. The debate coaches from
may also be obtained from the view of the terrifying progress the various schools will serve as
same people in a similar manner. of atomic weapons in the last judges. Young ladies from Our
Dorm students may make hotel fourteen years, the question of Lady of Cincinnati and Mt. St.
or motel reservations for their an agreement to halt their furJoseph Colleges will · act as
parents by contacting Bruce Bar- ther development is of more than
chairmen and timekeepers. Memacademic
interest.
College
deton or Charles Boufford. Reserbers of the Philopedian Debating
baters
arguing
on
this
topic
find
vations will not be approved by
Society are assisting Rev. Vinabundant
material
in
almost
the university, nor will they be
C. Horrigan, S.J., in plancent
every
newspaper,
as
negotiations
official unless they are made
ning
and conducting the tournaat
Geneva.
continue
through these two men.

ment. Xavier's representatives
will be seniors Wayne Fehr and
Daniel Brislane, officers of the
Debating Society.
Debaters and coaches who arrived in Cincinnati on Thursday
evening were given tickets to
attend the latest Cinerama production, "South Sea Adventure."
After the four rounds of debate
on Friday, chartered buses will
take tournament participants on
a scenic tour of Cincinnati before
arriving at the Xavier campus.
A buffet supper will be served
in the Blue Room of the Union
Building. The Blue Room will
also be the scene of the banquet
and final debate on Saturday
evening.
Among the schools expected to
attend the Marx Tournament are
University of Alabama, College
of William and Mary, University
of Florida, University of Kentucky, Dartmouth College, Harvard University, Princeton University, Brandeis University, University of Pittsburcb, United
States Military Academy, Unl(Contlnued on Pa1e 8)
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Hisp8nic Institute
S11mmer School In

Mex~co,

1959

Place: Universidad Iberoamerkana (Jesuit), Mexico, D.F.
. .
.
Dates: June 15-July 24, July 27-Sept. 4.
Counes: Spanish, Spanish literature, mathematics, phys~cs, ethics.
international relations, social anthropology, acco~nting, econ·
omics ·business organization. (first term) Sparush, Spanish
literaiure mathematics, international relations, industrial soci·
ology. (2~d term) Institute of Mexican Stu~ies: (both terms):
archaeology, ethnology, history, literature, fl!'e . ar.ts, ;folk arts
and crafts economics, sociology, modern Latin America.
All courses (e~cept those in ·the Institute of Mexican Studies) are
given in English.
.
Excursions on weekends: Guadalupe, Acapulco, Xochimilco, Taxco,
·
Cuernavaca, Popocatepet~, etc. .
The summer school is coeducational.
'
Transportation: by bus from New Orleans, or direct from Cincinnati.
Approximate expenses for one term: $350 (inclu~es tuition, room,
· meals, excursions).
Sponsoring institutions: Loyola University of the South, Xavier Uni·
versity, Universidad Iberoamericana.
For Information: Dr.· Edward J. Goodman, Director, Institute of
Hispanic Studies.
·
NOTE: Deadline for registration: May 1. Registration Is by mall to
Loyola of New Orleans.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Music
Stand

iSl~K!

bJ lobD Lopclon.

bJ R. DeVereaaz Vanek
With the announcement that
Benny GoOdman, Ahmad Jamal,
·and Dakota Staton will appearIt's springtime at Xavier again. faithfully waited for their "men"
at the Cincinnati Gardens May 5, You can tell by the squish sound to return from (!9liege can wait
plus poss~bilities that the Cin• that comes from the cars rolling no longer and "Dear Johns"
cinnati Jazz Club will sponsor a over worms in the street. Birds begin to flood ·the mail. Goodbye
Chico Hamilton concert late this are beginning to be heard in Tom, hello John, goodbye Al,
month and that a package includ- the early morn, trying to find hello Gabe, and so on down a
ing Ella Fitzgeraid, Dave Bru- shelter from the incessant Cin- trail of tears and sobs.
beck, and Shelly Manne will be. cinnati rain.
School becomes increasingly
in town ·in June ,the jazz scene
. Sp~ingtime is also ·Picnic time more difficult as we near the
in Cincy is becoming full almost and we all know what picnics end of the year. This will be the
to overflowing. ·
are. (Picnics are outdoor parties last .spring: for the little rascals
Already there are abOut fifteen to which are invited part of the who get caught cheating on
spots in town to · hear jazz live. animal kingdom: worms, snakes, finals, the boys who get caught
over a weekend. Dale Steven's flies and ants.) Picnics afford liquored up on Family Day, and
Saturday afternoon jazz show on the ~pportunity · to get thi~d de- the future occupants of our
WZIP has been very successful; · gree sunburns; pneumonia from country's fine Penal Institutions.
Dale is currently planning a late lying. on the ground, poison ivy, . There is a brighter "side to
night TV show on which jazz (sneaking off into the woods;)
would have a featured spot. upset stomachs from ea,ting pota- spring than this though. The War
Dave Pike has added an hour to salad to be polite; pulled hasn't started yet. Some of us
show beginning at 6:00 to his muscles from trying t~ make the won't have to .go into the Army
afternoon program on WNOP. impression that you're an· athlete; till after next spring and how
Both the UC and Xavier cam- and ·if you leave late. and that about baseball? We all know who
puses have active· organizations glare from the road is quite bad, will win the pennant, we don't ·
dedicated to the promotion of $2,000 for a new car, to say noth- have to worry about it. It deing of the hospital bills.
pends on how you look ·at things.
jazz;
by Larry Borne
But
spring
is
the
season
of
Do you have a healthy outlook
Jazz is finding its way back
In a sputnik era of criticism president of the Debating Club into the dance halls too. Stan young love. The .g~rls who have or one that's SICK?
of education, Wayne Fehr is an this year. Be served as seeretary Kenton· has always been popular
outstanding e~ample of what of the club In bis second and for dance dates ,and his band is
today's student can do. Enrolled third years. Wayne . feels that scheduled at Moonlite Gardens
in Xavier's rugged HAB course, debating bas helped glv~ him in August. Bobby Hackett brings
Wayne has posted a perfect !our poise plus the ability to espreu · his trumpet and Quartet to play
point average in all his subjects. hlmself•and travel opportunities. at Moonlite on May 2. George
by Tony Schmitt
And so he will graduate Summa
In other activities Mr. Fehr is Shearing and his popular group
.
Members
of
the
Masque
Soci· Capt. Smallett ........ lobn Gutting
Cum Laude in June with approx- secretary of ,Alpha Sigma Nu and appear at Castle Farm, of all
imately 164 credit hours.
also secretary of the Heidelberg places, on May 16. The jazz-for- ety have been rehearsing for the Black Dog ...................... R. Vanek
Wayne is a resident of Cov· Club. He won. first place in the dancing policy has ·heen success- past month for their next pro- Squire The Lawyer .. Bob Theis
duction, "Treasure Island," which Dr. Livesay .....:...... Bruce Barton
ington, Kentucky and a graduate
ful at the Lookout House on is being presented for the Chil· Pew .................... lames Dusabl.,n
of St. Xavier; as a result of his
Saturday nites; the Bill Walter's dren's Theater, April 13 through Tom Morgan ........ James Newell
being the top student throughout
sextet and vocalist Clay Mundey 18. This is the first year in the Israel Bands ............ Alan Welch
high school, he received a four·
· are following the same route in history of Children's . Theater Dick Johnson .. Don Azelvandre
year, full-tuition scholarship to
the Sheraton-Gibson on Satur- that Xavier's actors have been Dirk ............................ lobn Griffin
Xavier.
days.
invited to perform for the chilSets were designed by Mr.
But Mr. Fehr bas not confined
, The only dark spot in my mind dren. The bid came as a result Frank · McCormick and were
himself to academic duties. Be
is that all this jazz in Cincinnati of the success of last year's plays executed by Dom Bernardi and
has been on the XU News staff
is premature; I don't think there presented by the Masque.
Tom Malone.
·
and in the Debating Society for
is enough - of a jazz audienceChildren's Theater ls a Clncln·
four years, the Sodallty for bis
yet-to support· all this activity. natl institution which Is doing a
first three years and the Heidel·
So I hope, along with the rest splendid job of keeping the city's
berg Club this year. Be was also
of the Cincy jazz fans, that pro- youth In contact with live· theaselected for the Alpha Sigma Nu
moters will not quit jazz just tre. Four dramatic groups are
by Tom Cahill,
fraternity last May and the Tau
because they don't make a for- Invited to do one play a season
Kappa Alpha National Speech
News
Associate ·Ecll~r
tune the first week. The jazz at the Emery Auditorium for the
Fraternity in bis sophomore year.
America's Windy City of Chiaudience in Cincinnati is grow- many grade school children who
Of these activities the Debat·
ing by leaps and bounds. I hope pack the house for each perfor- cago will have a rare tl'eat in
ing Club has taken up most of
that it will find as much jazz . mance. Mr. Kvapil, the '1uque's store when the .Xavier UniverMr. Fehr's time. In his sophoavailable in future months as cllrector, .estimates that during sity . Clef Club joins · with the
more year he traveled to Denthe week's rain about 10,000 chll- young . ladies of Rosary College ,
there is now in town.
ver, Chicago, Louisville, Lexingdren will see the show.
to present a joint concert spon·
PLATTER PICKSWayne Fehr
ton and Indianapolis. His junior
This season, the University of sored by the Chicago Club of
The hottest girl singer in show Cbicinnati's Mummer's Guild, the Xavier; the "nifty. (singing)
year was more outstanding; he Intercollegiate Latin Contest last
was on the Xavier team that year · and second place in his business nowadays is Dakota College Conservatory Drama De- fifty" will depart from CincinStaton; she did turnaway business partment, a Pittsburgh drama nati on Saturday, May 9 and
appeared in the National Debate sophomore year.
when she was at the Copa in
Tournament at West Point and
Another outstanding achieve· Newport several months ago. I group and Xavier's Masque soci· ·return just in time for those .
on the teams that won the all- ment for Mr. Fehr was bis win·
ety have been the contributing ·blue Monday ~lasses May 11.
Jesuit Tournament at Loyola, the ning of a scbolanblp for study don't think that Dakota has elements in the Children's The· The concert itself will ·be held
Tau Kappa Alpha Regional/ Tour- In Austria last summer. Thia wu reached the vocal maturity her · atre.
that Sunday evening, May 10 on
nament at University of Ken,. sponsored by the Austro·Amerl· success indicates; a case in point . "Treasure Island," being - an the college campus.
tucky and the Otterbein Holiday can Society, designed to promote is h,er latest Capitol album adventure story,. affords the , Somewhat forgotten In the
Tournament at Otterbein College. · cultural exchan1e. Wayne apent . "Crazy, He Calls Me." When Miss players the use of the "blood & rush to complete anangements
This year Wayne has competed sis weeks at Salzburg where be Staton . sings honestly, as. she thunder" technique of acting and concerning the Chicago trip Is
in tournaments at Coral Gables, stuclled German and the Blatory - does here in "How Does It Feel?" playing directly to the audience. the fact tbat tonight the Clef
Florida; Williamsburg, Virginia; of European Maalc. At the end and the title tune, she is a very Masquers have found the chil· · Club w111 experience a Club
Chicago, and . Indianapolis. He of bis stuclles Mr. Fehr toured effective jazz singer. But when dren to be a most appreciative first with a concert at St. MarJ
she results to overflowing cutewill also be on Xavier's team in Europe.
ness and a nasal tone, which, audience which comes to the of the Springs Colle1e In Colum·
the Marx National Invitational
Wayne is uncertain about his unfortunately, is much too often, theater for pure enjoyment. And bus, Ohio. Thia Is a one day
president of the Debating Club future but he will continue his
the cast is prepared to give them affair making It possible for the
Debate Tournament in Cincin- studies at Xavier next Septem· then she doesn't come across too a good time.
·
members to return home just In
well.
With
more
experience
nati on April 17 and 18.
'ber when he
begin work on though, Dakota Staton can deProving his versatility, Tom time to pick up their dates for
Be also won the -Alumni Ora· his Masters degree in Classical
velop · into one of our better Eckstein has the two important the Junior Prom.
torlcal Contest anci wu vice- Languages.
roles of Captain Billy Bones and
Following the Columbus trip
singers.
Ben Gunn. The one-legged, gut· Is the annual Loulavllle road trip
· Recently, the pat formula for tural-sounding Long John Silver on April 29 and· 30,
success in an album has been a will be played by one-legged,
Yet after these· trips the work·
show tune format. The Stan guttural-sounding Jerry Simon. really begins as time for the
PublUbed Wffkly durlnl .... IChool_yeu ...... •urtq YKaUoll.,....... b7 Xa.W
Kenton orchestra is the lat~t to Two 12-year-old boys from La· Spring Concert and Dance draws
17nlvenlty, HUlUton County, SYuatoll, ClnclanllU. Olllo. ti.It
try the formula and it works out Salette Academy will alternate near. The date is Friday, May
l:ntered u MCOnd claR matter October f, IN at tlle ,._. om.a at
ClndnnaU, Ohio wader tlle Act of llU'Cll I, 11'11.
well, due to the inherent musical in the leading role of ·Jim Haw· 15 in the · Netherland Hilton's.
aonoa-nr-cm1:F..........................................................................................a.11er& o.
worth of the Kenton band plus kins. They are Tony Siglia and Hall of Mirrors at 8: 30 in the
JIAHAODlO BDITOa............................................................................................n•••,. D•••r&)', '11
AllOCIATS EDITOBB .............." ....TolD Calllll, 'Gt, lerr)' JlarHa, '•I, War• Doerta1, •a
the skillful arrangements of Tom Schaeffer.
evening. Details will be anl'SATUaE WBITEa ........................................................................................................
l'ellr, ••
Lennie Niehaus. The current
STAJ'I' aEPOBTEBl ........................................................ Mllle Marlllewle1, •1i, lllD lleUer, 'II,
Others in the cast include:
nounced in a later issue.
E• llabearaacb, •et, Fre11ll B•lefel•, •n, l'raa lllcM••••• 'II, llelt llra•F• '11,
crew
of
Kenton
musicians
are
.
BUI Meloa)', '8!, lacll Lelloall, '81
COLUMNllTl..;................. z. I. E•el-aa, 'II, llalf•• llleeae)', 'It, lella Leplle•, ' • young and spirited; their enthustitle is "The Stage Door Swings": featuring Bobby Ha~kett and a
a. Devere••• Vaaell, 'It, Pal Wlecll...•
.
·
SPORTS BDITOB................................................................................................................St A•a. ., . . iasm comes through on such it's a good description of the
new recording, in hi-fl, of the
ABllBTANT BPOaTS EDITOa......................................................:........................... O'Dnlel, 'II
tunes as "Whatever Lola Wants": disc.
Les Brown band playing its most
IPOBTI WalTEBl ....................laell Oar•aer, 'It, lee Pe&reeelU, '•, aea Ile.., '11,
T•• Kall, '81, Larr)' llorae, '118
•
a tongue-in-the-cheek, rock-andAlso
~ew on Capitol this famous tunes-"Sentimental
CJaCULATION MANAOBa1 ............................................Cllarle1 ....11•••• Oar)' Graff, ' •
roll treatment of "Bali Ha'i"; month are a listenable. trumpet- Journey," "Mexican Hat Dance,"
llUllNllll MAHAOSa........."'"'"""'"""''''""''''"'."""''""""'"'"·•••••••"''''''"""""'"'S• lmoe..r,· W
l'ACULft lllODl:llA'IOL;.."'-""'-'""'"""-·-·-·-·..-·...
G. WMl
and "I Love Paris." The album plus-strin1s "Blues With a Kick" and others .

...............................

The News Salutes

The Senior Of The Week·
Wayne Fehr

Masquers Star In ''Treasure
Island'' At Emery Auditorium

1

1

Clef Cltih Readies
For Chicago ··Trip

will

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
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Council Reviews Handbook; Brislane
Frosh, Sophs Plan Boat Ride Repeats For
bJ Jerry
News Aasoelate Editor
MarUn,

'Jhird Win
In Debate

Meeting in a different room of a fourth. This is contrary· to
(that of fine arts) to offset the past constitution and to tradition,
curses of Friday the thirteenth and so shall be amended.
coming on Monday, Student
Tickets for the JUNIOR BOATCouncil again took up the week's RIDE are just beginning to sell,
business and politicking. Presi- but PROM tickets are moving
by Frank Bulefeld
dent Schneider appointed a com- well. Due to the strike downIn the Cash Room last Friday
mittee of Haas, Frank, and chair- town, there will be no waiters
man Risdon to review the at the prom (Sheraton-Gibson) night, some two hundred people
attended the annual Verkamp
STUDENT HANDBOOK. They tho there will be a· bar.
. Prize Debate. This year's debate .
wm report back next week. Class
· presidents Odoardi and Guenther,
Mr. Steven Kroger informed was the 54th of the series origdefeated last week in an attempt Council of the BOOK DRIVE inated by Mr. Joseph Verkamp,
to push through a motion for a which NFCCS. is holding for an XU alumnus. The fund, set
FROSH-SOPHOMORE hayride, European schools. This is a up by Mr. Verkamp, presents a
this week did succeed with a national drive, and in the Ohio- gold medal to the winner of the
BOATRIDE for classes 'sixty-one Kentucky region each NF school debate at the· Honor's Day Con'
and two, to take place the eve- is having a .book drive on its vocation.
The topic of this year's debate
ning of May sixth, ·before Ascen- campus. Any ·books are welcome
sion Thursday. Financial aspects -textbQoks, novels, literature, was the national topic-Resolved: ·
of this project are forthcoming. even suitable .paper.backs. The · that the further development of
drive ·will begin next week, and nuclear weapons should be pro·
A CONSTITUTIONJ\L AMEND- Council has given its full sup- hiblted by international agreeMENT, this dealing with a quirk port. and recommendation.
ment. Seniors Dan Brlslane and
in the campus elections, was
Wayne Fehr made up the affirSenior Week, as mentioned mative team. Sophomores Tom
tabled till next week. The amendment arose because the ·bylaws, last week, will de~initely not Kuhlman and T. J, Paulus took
for one, read that the person include a Dinner Dance, and the negative position. Terry Lau·
having the third highest total of there will accordingly :be some tenbach was the· master of cerevotes was to be secretary, and new prices set.
monies.
the fourth, treasurer. The body
With undergraduates filing in
The winner of the debate-as
of the constitution, however, en masse, there being a class, determined by twelve judges, all
reads that number three man is council was swamped and ad- members of the faculty-was
treasurer, and makes no mention journed. posthaste.
Dan Brislane. That makes it the
third year in a row that Dan bas
won this debate.

r----------------------------~
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Odd Jacket
The trim-but-casual out of
this jacket tops the line
ot univertdty-minded sports·
wear styled by HIS. At
men's shops that appreciate
true value. $12.95 to $19.95,
depending on fabric. And
it's washable!

•
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WANTED
·Used Books
The National Fedentlon of
Catholic College Students wlshes
- the co·operatlon of every Xavier
student in its book drive for
European and African C0Ue1es
to be held April 20-24. Brine any
text books, novels, decent paperbacks--any readable book of
college level rerardleas of eondltion-to North Ball sometime
durlnr next week.

~-<

Gentry Shops
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
GArfield 1-1900
Seventh at Central
·ELnahurst 1-3220
Swifton Center
FBEE PARKING
• • at both loeations • •

MILLER'S ALL STAR
l&l STIR.

FOODS

•

Miiiions of Hines a year
drivers and students keep
awake with safe NiDiz

Let NID~z· alert you
through college, too
NoDoz keeps you alert with caf·
feine-the same pleasant stim· ·
ulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: non·
habit-forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation to keep your mind
· and body alert during study and
exams until you can rest or sleep,
P. S.: When you need NoDoz,
it'll probably_ be late. Play aafe.
Keep a aupply handy.

MUFFLllS
INSTALLED FIEE
CAI-LIFE
GUARANTEE

HAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1·6832
"World's First Speciolized Muffler And Brake Service"

..............................

o.eam,. .11.n

(811 the Author of"Rally Round lhe Flag, Bo11st "and,
"Barefoot 8011 with Cheek.")

THE MANY LOVES
OF THORWALD DOCKSTADER
When Thorwald Dockstader-sophomore, epicure, nncl sportsman-first took up smoking, he did not simply choose the first
brand of cigarettes that came to hand. He did what any sophomore, epicure, and sports.man would do: he sampled several
brands and then picked the mildest, tastiest, pleasingest of nil
·-Philip Morris, of corris!
Similarly, when Thorwald took up girls, he did not simply
select the first one who came along. He sampled. First he took
out an English literature major named Elizabeth Barrett Grisht,
a wisp of a girl with luminous eyes and a soul that shimmered
· witJi a pale, unearthly beauty. Trippingly, trippingly, she
walked with Thorwald upon the bench and sat with him behind
a windward dune and listened to a sea shell and sighed sweetly
and took out a little gold pencil and a little morocco notebook
and wrote a litt.le poem:
I will lie upon the shore,
I will be a dreamer.
I will /eel the sea once more
Pounding on my femur.
Thorwnld's second date wns .with a pl1ysicnl education major
named Peaches Glendower, a broth of a girl with a ready smile
and a size 18 neck. She took Thorwald down to the cinder track
. where they jogged around 50 times to open the pores. Then they
played four games of squash, six sets of tennis, 36 holes of golf,
nine innings of one old cat, six chukkers of lacrosse, and a mile
and a quarter of leap frog. Then they went ten rounds with eightounce gloves and then they had heaping bowls of bran and whey
and exchanged a manly handshake and went home to their
respective whirlpool baths.

WO 1-2474

Thorwald's final date was with a golcien-hairccl, creamybrowed, green-eyed, red·lipped, full·ealved girl named Totsi
Sigafoos. Totsi was not majoring in anything. As she often said,
f'Gee whillikers, what's college for anyhow-to fill your head
full of icky old facts, or to discover the shining essence that is
YOU?"
Totsi started the· evening with_ Thorwald at a luxurious
restaurant where she consumed her own weight in Cornish rock
hen. From there they went to a de luxe movie palace where
Totsi bad popcorn with butter. Then she had a bag of chocolate
covered raisins-also with butter. Then they went to a costly
ballroom and cha-cha'd till dawn, tipping the band every eight
bars. Then they went to a Chinese restaurant where Totsi, unable to decipher the large and baffling menu, found a simple
way out of her dilemma: she ordered one of everything. Then
Thorwald took her to the women's dorm, boosted her in the
window, and went downtown to wait for the employment office
to open.
While waiting, Thorwald thought over all of his girls and
eame to a sensible decision. 111 think," he said to himself, "that
I will stick with Philip Morris. I am not rich enough for girls."

* • *

T.he Shield of Quality
656 EAS'.f McMILLAN

Two Mjghty Good Men To Know
22 Years Experience

"I~i!zk Ill ~lick wr:tlt fll!LIP MoflRI~. "ke ~llid

available at both

DAIRY
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Th• !!!! 1tay awake tabletavailabl• everywhere

(rJ 1U6U, Mas Shulmo•

An,1MH111 I• rich enou1h for Philip Morrl.-and for Philip
Morrll"• brother el1arell•, lllt•r•llP Marlboro, th• el1aretle
111llh hlt•r "makln'•"· Th• lfaror'• tine, th• Riter Riter•,
the prln I• rl1ht.
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News Sports Editor
DEAN HAHN PRESIDESAround Xavier there's always been one thing just a little
bit more inevitable than death and taxes, or convocations and
·registrations, one thing that's been as dependable a harbinger
Left to rlrht, JerrJ Casper,
Roger Ber&ola and Ralph Lane,
of Maytime as the red-breast robin. For six consecutive years
three former XU quarterbacks,
a halfback named Jackie Hahn has participated in the Spring
who'll play In the Sprlnr Game.
Game between the Varsity and the Alumni, as a representative of t-he Alumni All-Stars.
In addition to Casper, Bertoia and Lane, three of Xavier's all-time throwers, the Alumni
His sixth straight performance was last spring; a repolish!"' All-Stars will field a raft of former Musketeer greats next Saturday evening at Xavier
ing was effected of his chair as Dean of Spring Game per- Stadium when they engage the 1959 varsity in the annual Spring Game.
formers.
Jackie Hahn's six year reign on the All-Star squad takes Only Ten Lettermen Return
on grand proportions when on~ realizes that his Xavier record
of 69 yards for a punt return was accomplished way back oli
a fall afternoon in 1949. ·
·
He's been playing· football for a long time. In fact, his
day's lineup.
skein of six consecutive Spring Games includes every Spring
bJ Ron Kocb
to overcome inexperience.
The center position is held
Game that Xavier has staged. The old spring battle just
The team also lacks experience
With nearly two weeks spring
wouldn't be the same without the name "Hahn" on the practice completed, the 1959 ver-. at the guards. Last year's choice strongly by co-captain Tom· Mcscorecard.
sion of' the football Musketeers for Most Improved Player, Jim Graw, a fine offensive player.
Along with Jackie the All-Stars will have a formidable is still in an unsettled state. Link, is the sole letter winner. Junior-to-.be Gene Tomczak, on
array from which to assemble their backfield, including quar- Fielding a young team with only Mike Hannon has looked good in the.. strength of his stellar deten returning lettermen, Coach practice; but competition is keen- fensive play, will share the slot
.. terbacks Roger Bertoia, Ralph , .. . ... : .
Mick
Connolly is in dire need of est at ·the guard slot and any of with McGraw. Tom Sullivan,
. Lane and Jerry Casper, hal!- }.,.: ·· ... ,..: . ·...
depth. The situation need not be the car;ididates may be in Satur- who saw a lot of action with the
.... backs Terry Meyer, Bernie
· ·,
frosh, is also in contention.
. · · Roeckers, "Doc" Coyle and a
, · '- · .. ~ .".· :... · too desperate if last year's- colorCostello Saw Action
questionable Bobby Judd, and
1:~.· .. · · · '. ful freshman squad can success-.
.. ·.
)__ fullbacks Don St. John, Dave
fully bolster the varsity ranks. ·
The quarterback spot is a big
· · J osephic and Joe Jordan.
With the Spring Game against
question. Only Ron Costello saw
the alumni-senior squad only a
· Signalcallers Bertoia, Lane .
but brief action last fall. Cos· · and Casper all have been out- .. ·:.
week away, the first and second
tello, a fine passer, showed promteams are up for grabs and day
· standing Xavier passers. If . ·
ise near the end of the season
to day first line positions change
Xavier's 1959 basketball ban- and threw a TD pass against
'.J, Judd determines to partici··: :~ ..
1 pate, the halfback posts will .:..': '' · ·
from one ambitious candidate to quet will ·be held Monday eve- Kentucky. Ed D. Thomas, a junAr& Hauser be more than strong. For the BobbJ Judd
another.
.
ning at 6:30 p.m. in the Armory. ior next year, as is Costello, is a
To Coach
uninitiated Bobby Judd was
May Plav
Coach Connolly Is fairly set at The date and place was changed fine running quarterback and a
the ends with three letter-win- because of the firemen and· oilers standout on defense. Irv Etier,.
one of Xavier's greatest grid·
ders and went on to star' both in service ball and in the ners back. They are Jim Mullen, union strike.
John Panneton, and Reg Banas
Canadian Pro League for the Ottawa Rough Riders.
·
John Kappas, and Wanen Mont· . All awards will be given as are candidates up from the freshFellow halfback Bernie Roeckers ranks as the all-time gomery, last year's leadlns pass announced, with the News pre- men.
Musketeer punter on a career mark of 35.5 yards per boot catcher. All three will be jun- senting its nmth annual Most
With- George Noonan as the
over the 1949-50-51 seasons. Coyle and Meyer both. started on ion. Two seniors-to-be, ·Tom Valuable Player trophy. The cup, only returnin•g halfback letterthe '58 squad, for which Meyer was the leading scorer, the Allen and Dale Kopinski, and a donated by Mr. Alex Sinclair of man, veterans Lou Carlini and
host of ends from the frosh team the Cincinnati Gardens, will be Bob · Kain .will have to come
top ground gainer and the Most Valuable Player.
bestowed on the, 1959 MVP by through with the ground attack.
At fullback the All-Stars should have former Legion of are vying for a pla11D1 berth.
Letterman
Tom
Gonnella
and
News sports editor Ed Adams. · Speedsters Larry Cox, the frosh's
Honor winner Don St. John, a teammate of Judd's on the
Ed Mazurek head the list of
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, leading scorer and ground gainer
Ottawa club.
Incidentally, it is possible that four members of the tackles. Nate Maratea and Hank S.J., will' be a guest speaker and (339 yards, 5.3 per carry), and
Legion of Honor may break into the Alumni line-up. Jn Rigler are· in strong contention, Dick Bray, noted sports broad- Jerry· Johnson (288 yards,. 6.0
addition to St. John and Bertoia, linemen Francis Sweeney but help from the freshman caster, will be the master. of per carry), could give the Mus•
keteer ·backfield a big lift.
and Bob Young have indicated an interest in playing next squad is needed for depth and ceremonies.
Number one fullback is coSaturday evening.
·
capt·ain
"Jocko" Serieka, the
The Alumni line, inheriting a f.ine crop of June graduates,
only
two-year
letterman on the
will have John Silvati and Young available for pass catching
a Cleveland
squad.
"Jocko,"
duties; Joe Schroeder, Art DelConte, Bob Toth and th-e possiBrown draftee, w as leading
bility of Francis Sweeney at the tackles; Russ Goings, Bob
With the rain gods holding halfbacks Bob Kain and Jerry grc:>und gainer as a sophomore
Meyer, Jack Paris, Phil Magliano, Dave Franks and Leo Knoll
was runner-up last year, alat guard; and Gene Terry and possibly Frank Bachman and their peace, spring football at Johnson, tackle Tom Gonnella and
though
be missed better than
Greg Fennell at the center post.
Xavier has moved well into its and guard Johri Nelson-had
two games.
second
week
despite
the
late
at
the
start
donned
Gold
vests
~!1 the presumption that a majority of. those listed here
Clark Injured
parti~1pate_, Alumni recruiter, backfield coach George Gil- start. Today should mark session of this week.
No.
12,
with
eight
more,
includTom Clark, a fine
Freshman
martin, will have assembled what he terms is a "real out• •
standing group."
· in;g next Saturday's Spring Game,
With the defense ahead of. the runner and pass receiver, was
"We have a topnotch club going off the mark," asserts .left.
offense at this stase of the same, running first fullback until a
Coach Mick Connolly has been Connoll1 will stress offense, el- wrist injury put him out for the
George. "The seniors give us quite a core to build around. I
think next Saturday's game, as a result, will be a real battle." impressed· with the keen compe- peclally blocklns, thll week, aad spring. Now Bill Daniels and
Next Saturday's game should be quite a battle. It'll be tition between members of the hopes to scrlmmase at least once Larry Foley, from the freshman
squad, and junior-to-be Larry
played on that same old billiard ball, Corcoran Field where first two units for starting slots. more ~efore Saturday's same.
"Right
now
we're
worldns
on
Stelzer
are battling it out.
every day Harry Paul tries to grow grass. Iri the m~in, the
Injuries have sidelined or
Depth seems to be Coach Con··
cast will . be the same, including the All-Stars' monstrous developing sood backfield com- slowed several of the Muskecoaches, Jack Hoffman and Artie Hauser of the National binations," reported Connoll1, teers. Heading the list is fresh- nolly's greatest problem. BackFootball League. The same dean also will preside-Dean "and. we need more development man fullback Tom Clark, who field inexperience must be overJackie Hahn without whom, they say, the game can't be amons the younser backa to suffered a broken wrist in the come..The up-coming freshmen
make this poalble.''
have big shoes to fill to give the
played.
scrimmage.
'59 Muskies a firm footing.
Runnln1 with the first unit,
· With quarterback Ed Thomas
hitting ends Jim Mullen and Dale Clark, accordlns to Connon,,
Kopinski consistently, the Green had showed enoush In the week
MONDAY RESULTs-Jon Las·
(second) team downed the Gold he played to win a atartlns 1pot
Two. wins on their home Delrose turned in scores of 79 (first) team 24-6 in a scrimmage next fall, . movlns Serleka to sus 181-500 (blsh series); Carlo
grounds, the Maketewah Country and 80 respectively.
Mutropaolo 179-495; Mike Geilast Saturday. Fullback Jocko rlsht half.
Club links, have raised the Xavser 178-414; Joe Sida 113 <blsb
Baldwin hu selected a ten· Serieka, who had been out with
•
ier Golfers' season record to 2-1. man squad, and
eonduet • a bladder infection, returned to
Others slowed by injuries are same)--489; Tim McGhee 171Coach Ray Baldwin's Linksmen pracUce sellloa todaJ' for thoH action and ran at right half for halfback Lou Carlini and ends 459•.
downed Hanover 13-8 Tuesday who do not mak~ the trip to the Gold.
Tom Walkiewicz and Al Smith,
TOP A VERAGEs-Jlm Dua·
and Villa Madonna 16l-2l lut Miami. Roundlns out the squad
In the contest between the all with knee injuries; end John blon 189, Bill Campbell 188, Clay
Friday.
are Rod McMullen,, Ton1 Conlon, other two units, the fourth team Kappas, with leg trouble: and Schnetser 188, Jen, Lukowlt•
Dick Baerman fired a 7' to Tem O'NeW aad Bill Webrmall. prevailed 24-12 over the third.
guard Jim Link, with bunitil in 188, Paul Grupeabofl 159, Mu·
lead the win over Hanover, fol·
Other matches facing the Mushis ankles. All, however, are tropaolo 159, Bob See..,. 159.
•
lowed bJ Joe Zlesler with IO, keteers this month besides to"Tbe 1erlmmase not on I J participating in the workouts.
STANDINGS-Brldnmalds 111Denn1 Delrose and Mike · Molo· day's Miami meet are Dayton at lbowed tbat the Green wu
·only·
position
shifts
this
sprina,
21,
Four Dads 11-8, Gutter Du.tne,. wltb 12 each, and Carl home Monday, Villa Madonna superior defemlvelJ, but lbowed with the exception of Serieka'1 ·
en 11-8, Scrub• 11·11, Moon·
Sehlottman with 83.
there Tuesday, Cincinnati there u1 tbat the Gold offe111e wu not possible move to ri1ht halfback, sblnen 111-lll,' Ball Buten 11·
Ed Jacob and Zle1ler carded next Friday, Ohio tJ. there next up to par," ltated Connon,.
have been those of quarterback ii, Leprecbauns 11-11, Four-Bas·
77'1 to pace the win over Villa · Saturday, and Miami at home
Aa a re1ult, 1lx memben of the Re1 Banas to fullback and end 1en 1-ll,' l'oar X'• 1·11, Dorm
Madonna, while Baerman and April 28.
Green team-Thomu, Mullen, Matt Vilu back to tldde.
ao,. 1-n.
·

Frosh Counted On To ·Solve Depth Problem

·X.-: .

Hotel Strike Moves
Basketball Banquet
To Armory Monday

ConnollyCallsCompetition Keen
As G-ridders Gird For Game
•

'aerman, Ziegler, Jacob Pace·'. Golfers
In Wins Over Hanover, Villa Madonna

• • •

Bowling No·tebook

• •

wlll

• •

·-· ..!.. _ _.
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HiUer• Handcu//ed

Pitching And Defense· Shine, But-Muskies Lose Two Of Three To .O.S.Ua
.bf Hap O'Daniel, News Asst. Sports Editor

the 6th, only to see the home

Limited to ten safeties in three games by air-tight Ohio club knot the score 3·3 with a
State pitching, the Musketeers dropped two of three contests run in the last of the 7th.
at Columbus last weekend to run their season record to 1-5.
Labmeler, who walked and·

The Muskies bowed. 2-0 in the
Friday singleton, then divided a
double bill Saturday, winning
the first game 4·3 in ten innings
and dropping the second 1:.0. .
Pitchers Go Route
coach Don Ruberg commended
his defense as "magnificent-it's
the best defense I've had in my
three seasons here." Led by re. ceiver Denny Poillon, the Muskie defense nabbed seven Buckeye baserunners in .Friday's tilt.
Ruberg also commended hurl1.
ers Dick Strenk, Bill Dressman,
and George Haas, each of whom
went the route in his mound
stint. The aforementioned trio
allowed only 14 bingles in the
series.
Hitting Stressed
"We don't Intend to lose another game from here on out,''
volunteered the Muskie mentor
as he sent his charges through a
long hitting drill Tuesday In
preparation for Wednesday's
doubleheader wit h Hanover.
"We've got the defense and the
pitching to be a NCAA entry; all
we need now is the bitting."
Ruberg's concern over the lack
of stickwork is well-founded.
With the exception of Mike GJlllagher, who has two for four for
a .500 mark, only threE! Muskies
are above the .200 mark-John
Gieske, leading hitter at .350;
Jerry Wessels at .250 and Carl .
Labmeier at .21i:
Schedule Tough
If the X-Men are to win their
remaining games, they have their
work cut out -for them. The remaining schedule for April shows
Miami at. Oxford Saturday, Ohio
u. at Athens Monday, Wright·

,
.
Patterson at Dayton next Wednesday, Marshall at home next
Saturday, Villa Madonna at home
April 28 and Bellarmine at home
April 30•
Twelve X-Men Fan
Friday's game saw Strenk and
Buckeye pitchers Drobnik and
Denny match four-hitters; the
difference was that the Muskie
hits were scattered. The Buckeye

advanced on a sacrifice and an
infield out, scored what proved
to be the winning run on a wlld
pitch in the 10th.
Batsmen Blanked
The second game saw State's
R.on Seitz ·receive credit for a
no-hitter. Jerry Lukowftz, who
hit a high bouncer over second
and apparently beat the shortstop's wild throw, did not receive credit for a hit from the
official scorer.
Haas, who allowed but four
hits, lost a tough one on a questionable call in the fourth frame
which led to an unearned run.
Poillon, backing up first, grabbed
an overthrow by Labmeier and
had the runner beat at second
with his throw, but the runner
was called safe. A single plated
the run.
LINESCORES
Xavier ........ 000 000 000-0 4 2
Ohio State 010 100 OOx-2 4 4
Strenk and Poillon; Drobnik (9)
and Peters
Xavier .. 000 003 000 1-4 5 2
Ohio ...... 010 010 100 0-3 6 3
·Dressman and Poillon; Unger,
Denny , (6) and Peters, Conte (9)
Xavier .......... 000 000 0-0 O 2
Don Roberg
Ohio State .... 000 100 x-1 4 2
Coach Optimistic
Haas and Poillon; Seltz and
moundsmen fanned 12 Muskies, Peters.
with Drobnik accounting for
nine. One of the Buck tallies was
unearned.
\
The X·Men took advantage of
Ping-pong and softball toumaBuckeye miscues to take the ment entries must be in Coach
curtain-raiser in Saturday's twin Ruberg's office by Friday afterbill, while .using tight defense to noon (4-17·59). Softball teams
nullify Dressman's wildness. must be composed of men from
Dressman walked 13.
the same floor; floors may not
Behind 2-0, the Muskies pushed be mixed. Dayhops are requested
across three unearnec;l runs in to submit entries, also.

Ice age
Lucky us ••• today is the modern ice
age. Lots and lots of it in refrigerators
ready to ice up the Coke. And what
·could be more delicious than frosty
Coca-Cola ••• the real refreshment.
With its cold crisp taste and
lively lift it's always Coke for The
Pause That Refreshes!

lntramurals

BE REALLY REFBESHED ... HAVE A COKEi
Bottled under authority of The Coc:a-Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

Do You Think for Yourself?
1. If your parents exhibited "baby pictures" of you
to a friend, would you be (A) embarrassed'? (B)
mer.ely interested in your friend's reaction'?. (c)
just plain annoyed'?

2. You are making a speech =and ·suddenly find you

have a large hole in your clothes. Would you (A)
excuse yourself and leave? (B) pretend you didn't
know the hole was tliere and finish the speech?
(c} cover up the hole with a handkerchief?

3. Would you rather have the characteristics of (A)
.u.s; Grant'? (B) Thomas Edison? (c) J.P. Morgan?

(

THIS TEST WILL GIVE)
. YOU A CLUE!:/:

5. Mathematics is your poorest subject, yet you are
fascinated by the idea of being an atomic physicist.
Would you (A} try to overcome your difficulties
with math? (B} pick an easie·r occupation? (c)
ask youriielf if it's physics you like or its glamour'?

AO

AO
BO

6. ·Your roommate is a nice person, but suddenly
takes to asserting an ability to foretell the future.
Would you (A) notify the authorities? (B) ignore
the whole thing? (c) give him tests to prove to
him.he's wrong'?

AO

AO

7. Do you believe the maxim "It's a long lane that
· has no turning" is (A} a complete non sequitur'?
. (B} a well-known fact? (c) an allusion to a common phenomenon?

AO
BO

8. Would you rather have as a birthday present (A)
something expensive? (B} something long-lasting?
(c) something beautiful?

AO

AO
BO

·

co
co

BO

co

4. You have taken your. d~te to dinner and find.you .AO
haven't money to tip the waiter as well as take BO
your date home. Would you (A} ignore the waiter?
(B) take him aside and tell him you'll tip him next'
day? (c} tip him and walk your. date home?

co

9. In choosing a filter cigarette, would you AO
pick one that (A} claims it tilters best? a o
(B) merely says it tastes good? (c) c 0
gives you a thinking man's tilter and a
smoking man's taste?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
Y.ourself • • • you use judgmeQt in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
- ·usualJy smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.

•If you have checked (B) in three out of the
first four questions, and (C) in four out of
the last five ••• you think for 11ourself!

Th M Wh0. Th.1nks 1
e

an

tor

H·1mseIf.Kn

e 1ea11, arown e Wllll1m110n To-o Corp.

-

ONLY VICl!..OV HAS A THINKING MAN'•
ows-·FILTER ••• A SMOKING.MAN'S TASTEI.

so
co

so
co

co

BO

co

•
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MILITARY MUSINGS
by Ed Stabenraueb

.JOBS on SHIPS
PLAN NOW FOR SUMMER
IAlll HIGH ~Ar • fl~rfL THI WOILO
Mt'n•Woml'n ••• work aboard Luxury Ort'1n Liners

"National power, in the final
Rifle ·club Elections
Frt'i1d11rr". Tqnkrrs. An oppor111ni1y lo 11tr thP world,
analysis, is the product of an
The newly elected officers ot
tr1vrl to. many fort>i~n lanrl11 wl1ilP rarnin,r bifl:h pa)'..
active, moral, and devoted citi(Nq t'Xl•f'rirnrr nt't'dt'cl on many joh!I.) : Work ·full
zenship. From active citizens . the Xavier University ROTC
limr. fittason. or on ont'•lri1• h111iic. 1'1any h•nt'fi11.
comes · a just and flexible gov- Rifle Club conducted their first
hr lifeNl•tle•
.
· Write. DtP.f• llW
ernment which serves the cur- meeting at 1330 hours April 8,
rent needs of its people, and a 1959 in the' Armoey. The first
I020 lt'iilSfrttf
........ '·
sound national economy based on duty of the new club president,
toil, honesty, opportunity for all, Ronald LaPille, was to preside
and faith in tomorrow. From .up- over the voting to break a tie
right men comes a moral aware- vote between Leonard Hausman I lllllllllllllll llllll lllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 1111111111111111111111111111II1111111111
ness which engenders decency, and RO'bert Volz for the office of
humility, and confidence in the treasurer. Robert Volz was
face of every personal and na- elected treasurer after the second
Meet Your Frienda In The
tional trial. From devoted citi- ballot. The other elected officers
are
vice-president
Gerald
Rolfes,
·
zens comes the willingness to
Informal, Atmosphere Of
think in terms of duty instead and secretary Emmett Kelleher.
The
following
appointments
of rights and privileges-to work
and to fight, if necessary, for were made by the club president:
what we believe to be just, moral Rifle Match Chairman, Gerald
and decent." ~ecretary of the Rolfes; Social Committee, Leonard Hausman and Robert Volz;
Army, Wilbur M. Brucker.
Statistician, Dennis Perry; 1lis4922 Vine - St. Bernard
torian, Emmett Kelleher; and
Promotions
1. Pursuant to Paragraph 25a, Publicity Chairman, James MawCorps Regulations, Xavier Uni- horr.
Open Friday & Saturday
The next club match will be
versity Reserve Officers Training
Featuring
held
in
the
Armory
on
April
-18,
Corps, effective 3 April 1959, the
9-1:30
Bobby Meitus Quartet
following appointments of cadets 1959. A "Date" Shoot will be
Admission $1.00
held on the evening of April 17
are announced:
TO BE CADET MASTER SGT. and the Rifle Club banquet will ·
Edmund J. Adams, Roger A. be held on May 5, 1959.
llll llll II 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Brady, Thomas R. Frank, Francis
J. Kern, Jr., William T. Kohler,
James K. Mawhorr, Robert T.
Noonan, Russel M. Salling, Anthony B. Schmitt, Thomas J.
Shanahan, Thomas N. Spaeth,
Bugh A. Sweeney, James E.
Walsh, Leonard A. W el b e I ,
Charles B. Wilberdlng, Vincent
J. Wynne.
TO BE CADET SGT. 1st CLASS
Thomas c. Geraghty, Philip J.
Grib, Frank T. Hulefeld, Charles
F. Jung, Jr., Ro~ert E. Kllllgrew,
Donald J. Kramer, Thomas J.
En11ll•h: HILLTOP "HASH HOUSE
Magner, Frank J. Messman, JosThlnkllah- lranal11t1on1 This diner is
eph V. Petrocelll, Gerald J.
Rolfes.
perched on a mountain peak, which
The Army National Guard has
makes it a crestaurant! The view is tops
started a nation-wide reorganization under the Pentomic concept,
-but from there on, things go downhill.
and will perpetuate its historic
A
typical meal includes a puny melon
regiments through adoption of
the Army's recently est·ablished
(scantaloupe) and your choice of sand"Combat Arms Regimental Syswiches (shamburgers or rankfurters). It's
tem" (CARS), the Department of
the Army said this week.
all served up, naturally, on 50-yr.-old
Conversion to CARS in the
dishes (crockery). Best ~ourse to take:
National Guard will be accomplished on a State-by-State basis,
light up a Lucky ••• enjoy the honest
with each State selecting the
taste of :fine tobacco. There's no tip
regiments whose historic traditions it wishes to preserve.
at the end!
Reorganization h as already
begun in more than half of the
States and is expected to commence soon in the others.

ll1•ri•1'1
P..r•11J
The Drug tore Cloaat 2'o
Xaofep Vmvet'litv

. . . . . 1-1'1•
1111 . . . .....,. . . . .

UllVBUL lllP llF•IAnll

Jazz Bohemia

......

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3818 Montrome17 Boacl

EVANSTON
One Block South ot Dalla
A Few lllocb Nortb
Ot Tile Dorm1
Bachelor Senlee
Fluff 017 llandl•
t BOIJB 8EBVICB

TUXEDO
RENTAL

•
LANDEN, LTD.
635 J'ine St.

HOW 10 MAKE '25

Take a word-amplifier, for example. With it, you can make a wet
microphone (damplifier), a torch ~ger's mike .(vamplifier), a hosing-ring
loudspeaker (cliamplifier) or a P.A. system in an army post (camplijier).
That's Thinklish-and it's that easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish
words judged best-your check is itching t.o go! Send your words to' Lucky
Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address,
college or university and class..
·

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
,·of a LUCKY STRIKE

PArkwa1 l·'ISCS

... r.•

Chill • Sp•sbetU,
Coner Islands - I tor llf
With Beans. Cbeese and Onions
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The Night Side of The News. Watch Your Manners
Xavier· Language ~rofessor Ten ·Finalists
Develops . New System Named In ·EC

To Aid In Learning Languaae Queen Race.
.

·

e ·

The ten finalists elected by
Evening· College students to be
candidates for the "Lady of the
Evening College" are Marilyn
Arzman, Maryhel.en Cannon,
Janet Doyle, Diana Pellillo, Alice
Rogers, Dottie Rolf, Aileen Ryan,
Judy Swis, Nancy Trefzger, and
Nancy Zurenko.
'l'hese 'young ladies will begin
their campaigns on Monday
April 27, and end them on Fri~
day, May 8. Each person attending the Evening College SemiFormal will receive one iballot
to cast for one ·contestant, and
the greatest number of votes will
determine the election of the
"Lady of the Evening conege."
The "Lady" will be announced
and crowned at the dance.
Between now and May 9, Evening College students will determine for whom they wish to
vote, will purchase tickets, will
attend the dance at the Rookwood
Room at Hotel Sinton on
Mr. Joseph P. Ebaeher
· the evening of May9, and will
years a student can be taught to cast their ballots for .their favoread, write and speak a language, rite candidates.
along with the history, culture i!llll lllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllI!
and literature of the country
studied. This is just not practical. !
The student ends up knowing so
'little about each of these facets
NEW
of the language that he soon
forgets what he has learned.
Finding this to be so, Mr. Ebacher
believes that to benefit the student at all, the instruction in
the first two ·years must be concentrated in just one of these
phases.
Mr. Ebacher has chosen to
teach his lower-division students
to read well. With his new
method, he hopes to teach the
student to read so well that he
118 East Sixth Street ===i
will be able to cover a difficult
a
Cincinnati, Ohio
passage in French with nearly the
same facility he would have· on
an -English passage of comparable ii11111111111111111111111111111111111111 mmii
difficulty.
The works Mr. Ebacher hopes
to use as texts in his ring-binders
will include such contemporary
writers as Mauriac and Camus,
lis well · as some of the 17th and
18th Century authors. This will
allow the student to read things
of interest to him and give him
a picture of French thought and
culture.
If the student has read 12 to
14 French works in his two
years of language study, he .will
have the advantage of being able
to read those works in his own '
particular field which have not
been translated into English or
those unsatisfactorily translated.
About the Evening Division,
Mr. Ebacher observes, "It is
perhaps more pleasant to teach
both men and women, and the
men tend to do thei-r best work
when there are women · in the
class." He also finds that with
the older students at EC he is
(Continued on Page 8)

by Kay Nolan

. ~· ~oseph P. Ebacher is comparatively new at Xavier.
This is hi~ se~ond year of teaching French on the Evanston
c~m~us, ~1s t1rst at the Evenin~ College. Befor~ coming to
Cmcmnat1, Mr. ~bach~r taught m the East, havmg receive.cl
an M.A. dep-ee m Soc1olog.y and another in French at Boston

College. He is currently working
on his Ph.D.
Although Mr. ,Ebacher and his
wife are originally. from Massachusetts, he says, "We consider
this our home now. We've been
here for two years; we've made
friends and we're settled. I like
teaching at Xavier, and I don't
see any reason for not making
Cincinnati my home." -Consequently, the population here is
increased not only by two, but
by the Ebacher children, whom
their father describes as "legion"
(legion in· this case meaning
seven).
Having come to Xavier from
the East Coast, Mr. Ebacher finds
Xavier '"progressing rapidly"
toward becoming one of the
"top-notch" univerities in the
country. He says, "As soon as I
gave evidence of having progressed in my thinking in terms
of methods, I was iromediately
encouraged." This is particularly
true in the case of a new method
of teaching language in the
lower-division classes which Mr.
Ebacher is developing. This method consists of print·
ing the material to be read by
the students on a series of sheets
punched to flt Into a ring-binder.
The text wlll be printed like
those with an Interlinear trans·
latlon ("ponies"). Instead of a
translation between the lines of
the text, however, there will be
printed In English only those
words which are "new voeabu·
lary" for the. student. Over the
page the 'student will place a
clear plastic sheet with opaque
lines. When the sheet is in position, the lines will cover the
translations, leaving only the
French text visible. If the student ·
already knows the words, he can
read on. When· he does not know
a word (or a phrase), he moves
the plastic sheet down so that he
can see the meaning of that
particular word.
This - will save all the time
ordin~rily spent in looking for
words in a dictionary or vocabulary list. Mr. Ebacher feels this
will enable a student to read 20
or 30 pages per assignment where
he on·ly covers five or six pages
using the customary method.
Not only will the student be
able to read faster and more
easily, ·but he will be able to
absorb enough of the story to
become interested in. the plot and
characters.
Usi11g this method, Mr. Ebacher
hopes that. a class will read six
books in the first year, and perhaps eight in the second. A
pilot study is being conducted
now to determine the usefulness
and practicability of this type of
text.
The success. of this project is
important to Mr. Ebacher not
only because it. is his idea, but
because he . . feels it will give the
student, especially the one fulfilling a requirement in language,
a working knowledge of French.
Because the students taking a
language to fulfill a requirement
are by far in the majority, Mr.
Ebacher thinks the language
teacher's ' first duty is to these
students. He calls it a ·~beautiful
dream" to think that in two

§

They Count On The Road, Too ·
by Donald F. Kramer

How many times have you
almost hit someone or almost
been hit while driving your
car? Few of us coµld answer,
"Never." My next question requires an affirmative answer: ·
"Were not most of these close
calls due to some act of discourtesy or lack of consideration
· on the part of the 'other guy'?"
And considering the actual accidents that happen, it's obvious
that someone was completely in
the wrong. There usually isn't
doubt who that was-the dis.courteous driver.
Let's face •it! Driving is no
longer a pleasure; it's a job! You
constantly have to look out for
the other guy or you're going to
have an accident sooner or later.
Courtesy on the road means
much more than just letting a
driver back out of his driveway
or waiting for another driver to
pull out from the curb · when
traffic is heavy. It means taking
into consideration the conditions
of the road,: the time of the day,
the driver in front of you, behind
you, next to you, coming towards
you and merging into your lane.
You wouldn't consider going
sight-seeing on Columbia Park·
way between four and six p.m.,
that ls unless you're completely
out of It-way out of It! If, bow·

ever, you wish to drive s~wly,
keep to the right and give the
other guy a chance to drive at
the maximum speed limit. Be
ready to move when the light
turns green so that the drivers
behind you can make the light.
Don't fight traffic lights. Observe·
whether or not the light has
been green very Jong as you
approach It. Glance at the "wait"
and "walk" lights for a cue.
Prepare ahead of time for your
turn-off. Give the proper signal
In plenty of time for those behind yoa. Finally, If you don't
know where you're going, for
heaven's sake, pull to the side
and find out. You can't be watch·
Ing house numbers, street signs,
landmarkers, and at the same
time attempt to see the traffic
around you.
Many more "do's and don'·ts"
could be mentioned; but if I have
you thinking about them, I've
accomplished a good deal.
By the way, why not use this
jingle as your driving guide:
"Make me different from the
oaf in front of me.
Make me improve my driving
with courtesy!" ·
ED NOTE: This article reflects
personal experience. Mr. Kramer
is a patrolman for the Cincinnati
Police Department.
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''It might not. be the final solution,
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If you're out on a limb about
choosing your cigarette, re.
member this: more people
smoke Camels than any ·
other brand today. The costly Camel blend has never
been equalled for rich flavor
and easygoing mildness. The
best tobacco makes the best
smoke.
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Marx Tourna111ent
(Continued from Page 1)

versity of Southern California,
San Diego State College, University of San Francisco, Notre
Dame University, Case Institute
If,·~

of Technology, John Carroll
University, Ohio State University, Butler University, Bellarmine College, Northwestern University, University of Cincinnati,
Loyola University of Chicago,
Augustana College, and Xavier

University.·
The Marx Tournament was
begun in 1956 with the generous
support of Judge Robert S. Marx.
a prominent Cincinnati attorney
who was a debater himself in
his college days at the Univer-

sity of Cincinnati. He was judge
of the Superior Court of Cincinnati from 1920 to 1926, and at
one time taught at Xavier's
College of Law. He is now a
partner in the law firm of
Nichols, Wood, Ginter, and Marx.

-Mr. Ehacher
(Continued from Page 7)
nble to make the classes more
humorous without the fear of
having the students take the
work less seriously.

----

COLLEGE PU.ZZLE CONTEST
FOR S·TUDENTS AN

MEMBERS

LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UPI 3greatcigarettesofferyou627chancestowin!
So pick your pack-save the six wrappers-and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real
·
smoking pleasure all the way! "'
:~,

ENTER OFTEN-HAVE FUN-AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right"
answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P- -N." Either "I''
(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!

RULES-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college
students and college faculty members except employees and their immediate families of Liggett
& Myers and its advertising agencies.

2. Fill in all missing letters ... print clearly. Use
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words
prohibited. After you have completed the puzzle,
send it along with six empty package wrappers
of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers,
P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six
package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,
Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,
·
Friday, June 5, 1959.
4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation, ·an independent judging organization, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will
be required to complete in 25 words or less the
following statement: "My favorite cigarette is
(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ..... ".
Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that
the decision of the judges shall be final and
binding.
S. Solutions must be tlie original work or the
contestants submitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will
be returned.
6. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as
possible after completion of the contest.
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State

and local Jaws and regulations.

500. FOURTH PRIZES:
Cartons of America's finest cigarettes

r----- HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959 - - - - - ,
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CLUES ACROSS:
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.
6. Some college students.
10. When at ......... , Light up an Oasis.
11. Sinking ship deserter.
12. Plural pronoun.
13. One expects ......... discussions in a sociology class.
16. A stuclent 's careles.q ......... might annoy a short-story instructor.
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.)
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
21. It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on.
22. Sometimes a girl on a date must ......... into her pocketbook to help
pay the tab.
23. The muscle-builder's ........ may fascinate a poorly developed man.
24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
. 26. Campers will probably be ......... by a forest fire.
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first ....... .
31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)
36. One could appear quite harmless at times.
37. Reverse the first part of "L&M".
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city,
CLUES DOWNr
1. The beginning and end of pleasure.
2. A rural ... ; ..... can be inviting to a vacationist.
3. Second and third letters o( OASIS.
4. When one is ......... packed, it could be exasperating to remember
a few articles thnt should be included•
5. It would pay to be careful when glass is ........ .
6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
7. Author ......... Ambler.
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)
9. A ......... from Paris should please the average woman.
12. An inveterate traveler will .......•. about distant lands.
14 •......... arc hard to study.
15. Stone, Bronze and Iron ...••....
20, How Mexicans say, "Yes",
23. All L&l\I cigarettes arc " ......... high" in smoking pleasure.
25. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.
27. Initials of Oglethorpe, Iona, Rutgers and Emerson.
28. United Nations Organization (Abbr.)
30. Go!( mound.
32. Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for L&M.
33. Poet Laureate (Abbr.)
34, Filter ends.
35. What Abnor might be called,
36, Bachelor o( Education degree,

l7

PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER, AS onEN AS YOU WISH

Mail to Liggett & Myers, P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, New York. Be
sure to attach six empty package wrappers of the same brand (or
facsimile) from Chesterfield, L&M, or Oasis cigarettes.

Addres•---------------

Colles•--------------This entry must ho postmarked before midnight, May 29, 1959, ind
received at P. O. Box 271, New York 46, llew York, by midni&ht,
June 5, 1959,
CJ Linell & Myen Tob1cco Co.
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